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ABSTRACT
Given countless web videos available online, one problem is
how to help users find videos to their taste in an efficient
way. In this paper, to facilitate user’s browsing we propose
relevant and exploratory recommendation algorithms
utilizing multimodal similarity and contextual network to
organize web videos of various topics. Comparison
experiments demonstrate proposed approach generates more
accurate video relevancy. And our method is more flexible
in discovering user latent interests in long tail videos.
Index Terms— Recommendation, contextual network,
long tail, multi-criterion ranking, visual duplicate detection
1. INTRODUCTION
Online video sharing has achieved great success recent
years. Via helping customers enjoy web videos, video
sharing websites (e.g. YouTube) attract much attention from
both users and advertisers. However, how to help millions
of users find their favorites from billions of videos is a very
challenging issue. This issue is essentially a problem of
information overload [1]. Recommendation system provides
a solution for this problem. Given an object (e.g. a video in
Fig.1) browsed by the user, recommendation algorithm
generates the recommend list of objects (e.g. similar videos)
for the user to choose. Under circumstance of information
overload, people usually prefer being recommended to
searching. On anther hand, recommendation plays key role
in long tail mining [2], which include clustering objects into
categories, comparing various products and catering various
non-mainstream demands [2].
Recommender systems, which have been widely used in
e-business, Netnews and online music sharing [3], aim to
lead user to find his desired products. Three categories of
algorithms have been developed for recommender systems
[1], i.e. the widely used global ranking (GR), content based
method (CB) and collaborative filtering (CF). GR methods
rank objects using single criteria such as video viewed time.
CB methods analyze the correlation between objects. CF
methods study user behavior based on abundant user
transaction histories. For web video sharing, since users
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usually browse video websites in a casual manner without
login, the transaction histories are incomplete and hence CF
methods are disabled. Though widely used in current video
sharing websites, GR based on single criterion and CB
based on title or tag similarities do not perform well in
video recommendation, e.g. recommend merely videos of
mainstream or return unrelated videos of similar title.
While most academic researches focus on video search,
few works study how to recommend videos to user. In this
work, we address the problem of web video
recommendation and convert it into tasks of relevant
recommendation and exploratory recommendation. Our
approach based on the contextual network of web videos
aim to discover semantic “cliques” (i.e. videos of one latent
topic) using spectral partitioning. Relevant recommend list
is generated using videos within “clique” and long tail
videos are discovered in neighboring “cliques”. Comparison
experiments on real world video dataset collected from
YouTube demonstrate the advantages of our approach to
current used algorithms.










Fig.1. A sample web video page from YouTube.com
The page consists of 5 contextual layers, denoted by the red boxes.
(1) video title (2) description and tags (3) user blog links and rating
(4) user comments (5) related recommendation (6) promoted video list

2. WEB VIDEO CONTEXTUAL NETWORK
The motivation of building the contextual network is
utilizing content and context information to calculate the
correlation between web videos of a sharing website.
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The first objective is utilizing explicit links on video pages
(as in 5th layer of Fig.1) to initialize the structure of network.
Similar network or graph is also used in several previous
works [5] [6]. The difference is there is no explicit link
could be used in [5] [6] hence pairwise similarity has to be
calculated which is costly for large scale data. Our idea is
more similar to [7], both utilize explicit links on web pages.
Since it is impossible and unnecessary to collect all the
millions of web videos in the website, we propagate the
network in an incremental manner. Given a randomly
selected web video as the seed, the network propagates
abided to the breadth priority norm, i.e. given a video page,
it first include all the explicit linked videos as new nodes.
Formal definition of the contextual network is given here,
Definition: Given a set of web videos, a contextual network
is defined as an directed weighted graph denoted as N = {V,
E}, which consists of node set V and edge set E. V = {n1,
n2, …, ni, …, nm}, node ni denotes ith video. E = {e1, e2, …,
ej, …, en}, edge ej denotes correlation between two videos.
2.2. Condensing network using multimodality similarity
Noted that there are a few videos with hundreds of explicit
links, N should be condensed to eliminate noises. The
content based similarity is calculated as follow,

SIM (ni , n j ) D * TS  (1  D ) *VS

E1 *log(viewed _ times)  E 2 * # comments  E3 * novelty

WN (ni )

s.t.

Contextual information, e.g. user opinions, viewed times
and video age (as in third layer of Fig.1), which enables us
to determine the mainstream degree of web videos, are
incorporate to calculate the weight of node ni, WN(ni).
To apply spectral techniques, N is converted to
undirected weighted graph (denoted as G). During the
conversion content and context information are incorporated

i

(2)

1

WE (e j ) J * ¦ WN (nk ) / # Linkk  (1  J ) * SIM (ni , n j ) (3)
k i, j

where #comments in (2) denotes number of user comments.
Novelty is designed to evaluate the aging factor of video,
calculated as 1/|current_date – video_release_date|.
The key step of the conversion is illustrated in (3),
where WE(ej) is computed taking both content and context
correlation into considerations. #Link denotes the number of
forward links on video page (in 5th layer in Fig.1). Similar
to [7], WN(ni) has contribution to all forward edge weights.
This is essentially a heat diffusion process. “Hot” nodes
(videos) are surrounding by solid edges and the coupling
degree of related videos enhances. All the variables in these
formulas are normalized to eliminate the scale difference.
A simplified example of G is shown in Fig.2 (a). The
parameters we use in this work is tuned and fixed, i.e.
D =0.5, E1 = E 2 = E3 =0.3. Especially, J is set to 0.3 to
slightly reduce the influence of mainstream.
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A free tunable parameter D is introduced for linear
combination of textual and visual similarity, which is
denoted as TS and VS separately. First textual annotations
on video page (in first and second layer in Fig.1) are
stemmed and segmented into scatter words. TS is calculated
using cue work clusters and cosine similarity discussed in
[6]. Second, near duplicate detection scheme [8] is adopted
to rerank videos using visual similarity. And a threshold is
decided to filter out noise links of lower similarity. Though
utilize the initial link structure of video website, we refine
the network structure to finally improve accuracy. As
discussed above, comparison of various products (videos) is
one of the essential features of long tail strategy.
2.3. Incorporating contextual information
converting network to undirected graph

together to compute the weight of undirected edge, denoted
as WE(ej). WN(ni) and WE(ej) are calculated as follow,
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Fig.2. (a) converting N to G, related videos are distributed in several “cliques”
(b) Dex curve of N, consecutive minima denote the existence of “clique”

3. SPECTRAL TECHNIQUES ON UNDIRECTED
WEIGHTED GRAPH
Given the undirected graph G, we aim to discover a series
of “cliques” where videos are relative focus on the same
topic. By partitioning G into Gi, videos belong to related
semantic “cliques” could be clustered. Clustering objects
(e.g. videos) into various categories is another important
key of long tail strategy as discussed in the introduction.
3.1. Spectral graph partitioning and clustering
Discovering videos “clique” could be treated as a problem
of spectral graph partitioning from the view of global graph,
or a problem of spectral clustering from the view of
scattered data (videos). Given G and symmetry weight
matrix W (Wij presents the correlation between two videos),
a diagonal weight matrix D is computed, where Dii ¦ Wij .
j
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Dij denotes the sum of weights of node ni. To partition G
into semantic “cliques” we adopt the normalized cut
algorithm [4], which could be reduced to a generalized
eigenvector problem as follow,
(4)
Ly O * Dy
Where L=D-W, denoted as the Laplacian matrix. We can
easily get the following equivalent formula,

D Wy (1  O ) y
(5)
Denote D-1W as T, i.e. the transition matrix. Tij could be
explained as the probability of user jumping from web video
i to j. The partitioning problem is solved by calculating y,
the right eigenvector of T. Similar to [4], K eigenvectors
corresponding to K minimal eigenvalue are preserved and
Kmeans algorithm is conducted to determine clustering.
1

3.2. Determining the K for graph partitioning
One of the most important issues of spectral clustering is
how to determine the number of clusters K, which is
basically depend on the particular problem. This is also a
key parameter for many other clustering algorithms in
literature, such as Kmeans. It can be observed in Fig.2 (a)
that completely connected local structure has local maximal
weight density, which verifies our resumption that there
exist many video “cliques” to be discovered. Based on this
observation, we propose dynamic expansion degree (Dex)
to evaluate the propagation speed of topic in the incremental
process, which could be utilized to guide us how to
determine K. The Dex of node ni in N is computed as below,
(6)
Dex(ni ) # N new / (1  # N pre )
Where #Nnew denotes number of new propagated nodes.
#Npre denotes number of edges linking ni to previous
generated node nj or to neighboring nodes of nj. As shown
in Fig.2 (b), the curve of Dex contains several local minima
(trough) which present the large back-link degree (i.e.
videos in “clique” link each others) and indicate the
existence of a “clique” of G. The number of consecutive
local minima is used as K. On another hand, the peaks of
Dex curve present fast transition from one topic to another.
4. STRATEGIES FOR RELEVANT AND
EXPLORATORY RECOMMENDATION
In real applications, given a web video watched by the user,
current video sharing websites conduct relevant recommendation and global recommendation (as shown in Fig.1)
for user to browse more videos. Related videos are searched
merely by text based similarity. Global recommended
videos are ranked and selected using single criterion such as
view times which indicate the mainstream degree of videos.
In contrast, we divide the task of video recommendation
into relevant and exploratory recommendation. Three rules
are proposed for recommendation algorithm design:

z
z
z

Related video recommendation should take both
textual and visual similarity into consideration to
eliminate false positive textual connections.
Exploratory recommendation should function as the
guidance to help user discover latent interests in nonmainstream videos (long tail).
Local ranking (LR) scheme is adopted for relevant and
exploratory recommendation, i.e. videos in lists are
reranked based on mainstream popularity (i.e. WN(ni)).

Based on video “clique” Gi partitioned from G, two
strategies are designed subjected to the 3 rules. Given query
video Vq in Gi, the relevant recommendation list is
constructed by return neighboring nodes of top LEN
weighted edge. LEN denotes the length of list. For
exploratory recommendation, each “clique” is represented
using the node of largest WN(ni) to construct a new graph
denoted as GC. Edge weight of GC is computed by
summing up all the edge weights between two neighboring
“cliques”. Then exploratory recommendation list is
generated in the same way as relevant recommendation. It
conducts topic transition to help user browse farther. Videos
in the lists are reranked according to WN(ni) to conduct LR.
5. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1. Experiment setup
Test videos are extracted from YouTube.com. As discussed
above, we adopt an incremental manner to build contextual
network N. How to decide the size of N is another important
issue for test data setup. In our work, we construct N at the
scale of 300 videos. Natural logarithms of video view times
are approximately subject to Gaussian distribution, which
indicate that the data set is selected without loss of
generality. Tunable parameters for N construction are tested
and the parameter combination of best performance
discussed in Section 2.3 is adopted. To evaluate the
performance, 10 videos in N are randomly chosen as queries
under constrain that each video query has more than 30
neighboring nodes to facilitate the experiment.
For the experiment of relevant recommendation, two
undergraduate students as the assessors are required to
watch the query and recommended videos to generate grand
truth (GT) by labeling results as related or unrelated. We
use mean average precision (MAP) calculated by comparing
result list R with GT of the queries. The average precision
(AP) for each list of a query is calculated as follow,

average _ precision

1
Nr

Nr

i

¦ Related _ Potision(i)

(7)

i 1

Where Nr denotes number of related video in result list.
Related_Position(i) denotes the position of ith related video.
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For the experiment of exploratory recommendation, we
propose a simple measure called “long tail strength” (LTS)
to compute the proportion of non-mainstream in the result
list, which is calculated as follow,

LTS | R  NM | / | R |

(8)

where NM denotes the non-mainstream video in
recommend list, i.e. videos not in the top viewed list of
YouTube. LTS represents the ability of long tail discovering
of recommender system. The larger LTS is, the more long
tail videos are discovered in the list.
5.2. Performance of relevant recommendation
To conduct the comparison experiments, a baseline run
based on textual similarity (i.e. D =1) graph is build and
used. In this run we construct a KNN graph using the
explicit links on video page and K is set as 30 (i.e. 30
neighboring nodes for each node at most). The KNN graph
is constructed in the same manner as N. In addition the real
world performance is introduced to compare as another run.
Therefore, given a video query we obtain 3 relevant
recommendation lists. By comparing lists of 10 queries to
GT, the MAP is computed at different length of the list.

Different from traditional text information retrieval which
avoid the problem of topic transition, exploratory
recommendation performs active and rational topic
transition to lead user to discover latent interests. We
compare our exploratory recommendation lists of 10 queries
to “Promoted videos” lists in YouTube. Length of the list is
fixed to 4 as it is in YouTube. The average LTS is 0.54 of
our approach and 0.32 of YouTube. “Promoted videos” in
YouTube are selected from new and popular videos while
our long tail videos are selected from topics (“cliques”)
neighboring to query. As an effective solution for
information overload, our strategy aim to narrow the range
of user choice according to which video he watches and
lead user to find videos to their taste efficiently.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Recommendation strategy for web video sharing is of
abundant practical application. We address the problem of
how to help user to copy with information overload and
propose relevant and exploratory recommendation strategies
based on multi-criterion and contextual similarity. Future
research will focus on adopting new graph algorithms on
large scale data using the YouTube results as the baseline.
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Fig.3. MAP curves of three runs for relevant video recommendation

Fig.3 demonstrates three MAP curves for the 3 runs, which
shows that when length of results list is larger than 15,
distinct robustness of our approach reveals. The video
results of our run are relatively focused on identical topic.
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